International Cosmos Prize is awarded for excellent research and work that contributes to the development of the concept of Expo '90, "The Harmonious Coexistence between Nature and Mankind".

The Prize is an annual academic prize presented by the Expo '90 Foundation in Osaka, Japan. The monetary prize is 40 million yen.

Dr. Rockström cautioned that we have reached a saturation point in terms of human pressures on the Earth System, and that if we let these anthropogenic pressures continue increasing to cross the thresholds or tipping points defined as "planetary boundaries," there is a risk of irreversible and abrupt environmental change.

If you have a candidate whom you would like to recommend, please e-mail us at the address below.

We will send you a recommendation form (in Microsoft Word). The deadline for recommendations is April 15.

EXPO '90 FOUNDATION  E-mail: rec-cosmos@expo-cosmos.or.jp
Stem cells and regenerative medicine is the new frontier in life sciences. Boyalife, Science and Science Translational Medicine jointly establish a global award to recognize significant contributions in advancing basic science to clinical applications in this field.

The award is to recognize and reward scientists in the fields of stem cells and/or regenerative medicine with a focus on developing cell-based treatments for cancer, degenerative disorders, immunotherapy and stem cells transplantation.

You could be next to win this prize and to receive
- A Grand Prize of $25,000 and a Runner-Up Prize of $5,000 will be awarded.
- The Grand Prize Winning Essay will be published in Science; a brief abstract of the Runner-Up Essay will be published in Science.

The 2016 Award is now open. The deadline for submissions is March 1, 2016
For more information, please visit:  http://www.sciencemag.org/prizes/boyalife
Call for Entries

Eppendorf & Science Prize for Neurobiology

The annual Eppendorf & Science Prize for Neurobiology is an international award which honors young scientists for their outstanding contributions to neurobiological research based on methods of molecular and cell biology. The winner and finalists are selected by a committee of independent scientists, chaired by Science’s Senior Editor, Dr. Peter Stern. Researchers who are not older than 35 years are invited to apply.

You could be next to win this prize and to receive

> Prize money of US$25,000
> Publication of your work in Science
> Full support to attend the Prize Ceremony held in conjunction with the Annual Meeting of the Society for Neuroscience in the USA
> An invitation to visit Eppendorf in Hamburg, Germany

It’s easy to apply!
Learn more about the Prize and its past winners at:

www.eppendorf.com/prize
HLA Analysis Software
The Axiom HLA Analysis software is designed for automated, high-resolution human leukocyte antigen (HLA) typing from any genotyping dataset containing coverage of the extended major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region. The software’s unique imputation algorithm enables four-digit HLA typing from genome-wide association studies (GWAS), combining genotyping and high-resolution HLA typing into a single assay. Prior to the availability of Axiom HLA Analysis, researchers conducted separate HLA molecular testing of their samples or used complex analysis workflows to generate HLA types from genotype data. The algorithms incorporated into the software provide simple, “push-button” analysis to dramatically decrease researchers’ cost and workload. The Axiom HLA Analysis software can be used with data from a number of Affymetrix array products, including the new Axiom Transplant Genotyping Array and UK Biobank Axiom Array, as well as the Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0. Genotyping data produced by other manufacturers’ systems can be economically HLA-typed by Affymetrix Research Service Laboratory using the new software.

Affymetrix
For info: 888-362-2447
www.affymetrix.com

Tissue Analysis Software
Tissue Studio 4.1 features powerful machine learning and the ability to automate routine image analysis tasks, enabling researchers to develop a customized image analysis solution in as little as 20 minutes, and to reduce preclinical safety and toxicity study lengths from weeks to just days. It offers scientists an out-of-the-box solution that provides comprehensive and consistent data from any tissue-based assay, and can handle complex tasks such as biological heterogeneity and staining variation. Tissue Studio 4.1’s image analysis allows researchers to automate tedious manual analysis, produces quantitative readouts that can be mined and correlated, and simplifies analysis tasks and workflows. Adding to these standard benefits, Tissue Studio uniquely overcomes inherent biological and staining variability to accurately detect regions of interest and distinguish cell types and subtypes within target regions across any number of tissue slides. Tissue Studio 4.1 brings powerful speed and efficiency improvements to the solution of choice for image analysis.

Definien
For info: +49-(0)-89-231180-0
www.definien.com

Microscope Tools
Taking well-plate imaging to the next level, Olympus presents two innovative tools for the customizable IX3 inverted microscopes. The new IX3-ZDC2 module offers cutting-edge focal drift compensation technology, enabling accurate focus stability during long time-lapse experiments. Complementing this is the latest cellSens version 1.14 software, which features an improved Well Navigator tool for smart and flexible multiwell experimental setup. Combined, these updates form a highly accurate, reliable, and easy-to-use well-plate imaging system for live-cell imaging. Compensating for changes such as thermal drift, Z-drift compensation (ZDC) technology employs an infrared laser diode to measure focus distance. The new IX3-ZDC2 is able to focus up to four times faster than the previous model, and includes a fully motorized dichroic mirror movement. The Well Navigator makes it possible to move to a specific well with one click and simplifies management of different imaging parameters in individual wells or groups of wells.

Olympus
For info: +49-(0)-40-23773-5913
www.olympus-lifescience.com

Imaging Software
The ZEN 2 core imaging software is easy to use and simply designed. It allows users to achieve the highest quality results together with established ZEISS hardware. ZEN 2 core gives users the benefit of an adaptive user interface suited specifically to industrial and research applications. The easy graphical user interface (GUI) configuration fits tasks of all kinds and of any complexity. Users can adapt the GUI to their workflows to simplify their work. ZEISS ZEN 2 core also offers configurable user management, adjusting the software to different users and user levels. Given the ZEN 2 core’s straightforward workflows, users can count on fast, reproducible analysis and measurement results. Its ability to create job templates ensures users get comparable results every time. ZEISS ZEN 2 core offers an interface to many other software platforms and hardware accessories.

ZEISS
For info: +49-3641-64-3949
www.zeiss.com

Gene Editing Software
Developed in collaboration with Desktop Genetics, gUIDEbook bioinformatics software has been designed to support researchers working with clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) genome editing. Successful CRISPR genome editing relies on the quality of the guide RNA (gRNA) design, determined by bioinformatics software. The gUIDEbook software has been developed to provide the most complete solution available for designing CRISPR genome editing experiments. The platform enables researchers to generate knockouts, knockins, mutations, or tags through powerful, laboratory-validated DNA search algorithms behind a simple and intuitive user interface. Utilizing state-of-the-art scoring functions, gUIDEbook allows an entire gene to be quickly reviewed for the best guide or guides for both wild-type and CRISPR-associated 9 protein (Cas9) “nickase” experiments. The current version of gUIDEbook supports human and mouse genomes with additional genomes to be added later, and offers two levels of use depending on experimental requirements and the level of user experience. Once researchers have selected the best guides for an experiment, they can then easily order their chosen guides.

Horizon Discovery
For info: 844-655-7800
www.horizondiscovery.com

Electronically submit your new product description or product literature information! Go to www.sciencemag.org/about/new-products-section for more information.

Newly offered instrumentation, apparatus, and laboratory materials of interest to researchers in all disciplines in academic, industrial, and governmental organizations are featured in this space. Emphasis is given to purpose, chief characteristics, and availability of products and materials. Endorsement by Science or AAAS of any products or materials mentioned is not implied. Additional information may be obtained from the manufacturer or supplier.
want new technologies?

antibodies
apoptosis
biomarkers
cancer
cytometry
data
diseases
DNA
epigenetics
genomics
immunotherapies
medicine
microbiomics
microfluidics
microscopy
neuroscience
proteomics
sequencing
toxicology
transcriptomics

watch our webinars

Learn about the latest breakthroughs, new technologies, and ground-breaking research in a variety of fields. Our expert speakers explain their quality research to you and answer questions submitted by live viewers.

VIEW NOW!
webinar.sciencemag.org
Open Minds

The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) is the world’s most trusted resource for science across disciplines and a leader in empowering scientific information in the public sphere.

By joining, you are bridging a gap between science and society. You are strengthening an organization that develops evidence-based policy making, enhances science education, and communicates unbiased science to the public. Your member benefits include:

- 51 weekly issues of Science, the leading journal of original science research
- Career resources and networking opportunities
- Member-only webinars, videos, blogs, online courses, podcasts, and more
- Advocacy, community outreach, and volunteer opportunities
- Timely science and technology news
- Access to research dating back to 1880
- Discounts on journals, meetings, products, and services

Visit www.aaas.org/join. Together, we can make a difference.